Camaro 2011

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Communication with
internet sales manager was great. He responded to all my inquiry within a very timely manner!
He also kept me updated on the status of the vehicle. I was not able to purchase the vehicle but
the invitation to browse their other cars was offered and because of their attention to me for the
previous car I continued to shop their lot even though nothing was in my price point. I will
continue to shop their dealership in the future. Good experience overall!! Transparent pricing,
honest salesman who listens to your needs and someone who will work with you to ensure they
help you find the perfect car at a price you can afford puts them in a class of their own. We wish
we started our car buying experience with them. Simply the best dealer we dealt with in our
month long hunt for a car. I would highly recommend you pay them a visit first. Waste of my
time and gas. The price on the vehicle was correct but there is a bank loan to pay off. I drove
down the road and purchased a vehicle at another dealer for what they listed online. Everyone
inside was very helpful, communicative, kind and caring. I felt comfortable and no pressure at
all was put on me to purchase my vehicle. He was on top of things. He is very knowledgeable
and I prolly will go back to him for my next car no doubt!! Very much the used car salesmen.
That they put an embarrassment of a car out for the price they did does not speak well of them.
Pictures did not reveal the nature of how torn up it was inside so it was a waste of time going
there. When asked they said they were going to work on it. Maybe that would have been the first
job to get something presentable? Maintenance records would have given the dealer the answer
I was looking for. Basically had the car been maintained regularly. I did receive information from
this dealer but had decided to pursue a different vehicle closer to home. I give a 5 star because
they responded back about my questions and concerns answered in a timely matter. I came
here to buy a Ford F and the staff was super helpful, the process was simple and quick. I love
the people here. This was the best car buying experience I have ever had. Then they text and
gave address and said they had it. The car was sold, sales person did his best to find an
alternative at my budget and he still is, very diligent and committed to find a car. I praise him for
his resilience. I had a wonderful experience at Greenacres Nissan no pressure and very
professional. Visited this dealership because the price of the vehicle was very attractive. I
wanted to purchase the vehicle in cash for the advertised price and was told they couldn't sell it
to me at that price because I'm buying in cash. The price listed is only if I wanted to finance the
vehicle. Very dissatisfied. They were great. Enjoyed spending time buying a car there. Salesman
was very helpful and even the credit manager was helpful. David was great! Clean Vehicle with
no surprises, these guys are always straight forward and honest! Always great bussiness with
Lopp!! Thank you guys! Very poor contact, had to write them 3 times before someone
responded then told me a deal was pending on the car. The Chevrolet Camaro offers two great
engines, a stable platform and retro styling that harkens to the Camaro of old. Cheap interior
materials hastily assembled seriously detract from the overall experience of the Camaro.
Chevrolet has had its work cut out for it keeping the Camaro competitive, and for the most part
it's kept up with the crowd. With two stellar engines, a winning platform and suspension and a
new convertible, the Camaro is a solid contender for your ponycar preference. The guys at
Chevrolet are nothing more than a bunch of dirty, dirty liars. Its tactic revolved around claiming
the original estimates for the V6 were too conservative, and the now-SAE certified figure of
horses is accurate. Synergy Green, a color previously available on only the Synergy special
edition, is now available across the lineup, and the heads-up display introduced in the Corvette
will now be made available. LS and LT trim levels get the fallaciously uprated V6, an impressive
engine regardless of deception. Its hp come in at 6, rpm - rpm later than in â€” while its lb-ft of
torque arrive rpm quicker than in , here at 5, rpm. The manual has been criticized for being less
than precise, and the automatic for being slow to downshift. The automatic, which performs
with increased competence here, also offers six cogs and pairs with the V8 for hp and lb-ft of
torque. While the V6 is a potent powerhouse, the V8 provides scary power, able to slide you
rearward in your seat in five of its six gears. And all that power is needed, as the Camaro has
grown over the years. This extra girth has made the Camaro less nimble than it once was,
especially in comparison to rivals like the Z. Body lean is controlled well, but better is bump
absorption, which is handled extremely well in the non-SS trims. The SS, with its inch alloys and
sport suspension, is unable to damp bumps as well as the lower trims, but still manages to
avoid shaking the glasses from your face over rough roads. Unless you need the ultimate in
performance, the standard suspension is a better alternative for daily driving. Brakes start good
and only get better, with the SS trim getting 4-piston Brembos chomping down on vented discs
for a ft braking distance from 60 mph. The Camaro interior mimics the first-generation Camaro
with its retro-styled gauges and controls, and unfortunately seems to have carried over the
finish of that era as well. Cheap materials dominate the cabin, with hard plastics and cheap
cloth as the base layout. Again, turn to the options list to fix this, with leather and trim packages

available that do make a difference, like the Interior Accent Trim Package for unique interior trim
and stitching. The biggest change comes in the leather bucket seats in the LT2 and 2SS trims.
The Camaro provides plenty of help with staying out of accidents. Standard traction and
stability control meet with four-wheel antilock discs and six airbags across the trim lineup.
Daytime running lights are included as well. Convertibles in the LT1 trim, as well as all LT2 trims
and the 2SS trim get a rear-obstacle detection system, and the SS trims get the aforementioned
4-piston Brembos and vented discs. SS trims also enjoy a limited-slip differential, although that
may be considered a safety liability rather than a feature. However, results from NHTSA testing
can be used for comparison, despite the adoption of new standards for In , the Camaro received
a 4-star rating from the NHTSA in frontal collisions, and 5 stars in all other tests, including
rollover. That said, the manual with the short-throw fix seems to please. However, shoddy
interior materials and finish are simply unacceptable. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Camaro listings
in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Daniel. Mason, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. All necessary services have been done
for the appropriate mileage interval as deemed necessary. We have also reconditioned this
vehicle inside and out to provide you with as near a new car experience as can be expected
from a vehicle of this year and mileage. Buy with confidence. One Year of Complimentary
Maintenance included with Purchase. Just part of what separates us form the pack. Call, text,
chat or email us today! Price exludes tax, title, license and doc fee. By electing Weekly or
Bi-Weekly payment options you can align your car payment to be the same as your pay cycle.
By making lower more frequent payments, you pay less interest, achieve equity faster and pay
off your vehicle sooner. Ask dealers for details. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Dealer assumes no responsibility or liability
for any errors or omissions in the content of this site. Recent Arrival! Vehicle located at Haley
Toyota Courtland Rd. Roanoke, Va. Call Dealer not responsible for typographical errors. This
car is scheduled to go to auction in 30 days. WeArePrestige Our Mission is to make your
convenience our priority, with aggressive pricing and the most dynamic inventory! We take all
trades including dirt bikes, motorcycles, 4wheelers, boats, jetski's and more! We offer financing
as low as 1. Over the phone appraisals, out of state shipping, local airport pickup, walk around
videos and additional photos at your request to allow this to be easiest purchase experience
you've ever had! Prestige Auto Mall is proud and dedicated to offering genuine customer care.
We welcome all out of state customers and provide airport pickups. We will even help arrange
shipping for you to have car delivered to your door. We are confident that we have what you are
looking for. All of our vehicles have been through a multi-point inspection. We have ASE
certified mechanics on site. We offer some of the best warranties in the industry. We strongly
believe in our inventory and our employees. Do not miss out on the opportunity to purchase
your next vehicle at a wholesale price. Shop our inventory today! The Prestige Family wants to
earn your business. We can finance you with bad credit, no credit, bankruptcies and first time
buyers! We are open 6 days a week. We understand and respect your busy schedule and
appreciate the opportunity to accommodate. While we make every effort to ensure the data
listed here is correct, there may be instances where some of the options or vehicle features or
price may be listed incorrectly, as we get data from multiple data sources. Dealer cannot be held
liable for data that is listed incorrectly. Welcome to Shea Automotive! Stop on in or call to
schedule a test drive! Odometer is miles below market average! Black exterior and Black
interior, 2LS trim. See our Why Buy From Us page for more information on the excellent
customer care our dealership offers, and why so many customers choose to do business with
Norman Frede Chevrolet. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel
economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please
confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. More information about the Chevrolet Camaro: GM wants to appeal to

nostalgic buyers wanting to revive their muscle-car past with the Camaro. It's also a hard-edged
sports car or modern touring coupe, depending on how it's configured. Disinfectant methods or
claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. This low mileage Chevrolet Camaro has barely
been touched. It's the next best thing to buying new. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: all new tires and new battery! Want to see this car? Visit the URL
above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices
do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Please
refer to Shift's website to view the total price and estimate your monthly payment. Located at
Feldman Chevrolet of New Hudson. Call now! Always Serviced! What An Awesome Color
Combo! Fresh Oil Change all New Filters this baby is ready to go! Finance with us and take
same day delivery to take advantage of this internet price, add tax,tags and prep and delivery.
Nobody Beats a Burton Deal! SINCE Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type
Convertible Coupe 2, Hatchback Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 2, Manual
Engine Type Gas 2, Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 4 cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 8
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. New Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Close Moss Bros.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. When I was checking out the car I
thought no way would the wife let me get it. Get to test driving the car v8 Manual wife refused to
drive it saying she was intemidated After we get it home she took it out and now 2 months later
of our first miles are from my wife cruising around to work etc. This car is a race car in build. If
your seeking maximum comfort or the best gas mileage get a Caddy or a Prius. If you want a car
and like many others have said that gets you comments and looks everywhere you go. Feels
and drives like a race car. Makes you feel like 1 million bucks. This is your car. Its fun,fast, and
sexy. You wont go wrong here! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
wiring diagram starter solenoid
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

